Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#4 - The Ephah of the Wicked Woman
Many theologians will not tell you that the Apocalypse birth
pangs have historically passed. Only two mayor events have not
yet occurred, which would indicate that God is waiting a little
more to give Mercy extending his schedule like Nineveh perhaps by (7) seven months. Only the Creator can change his
schedule. Thus, He must watch mankind to keep Evil balanced,
or many species will become extinct by an unforgiving nature,
so that Satan could gloat in pride claiming before the angels,
“I am more powerful than the Creator.” The other side of a coin
is waiting to complete the number of Saints He wanted selected
from Islamic-Moslem refugee camps flooding Europe. When
the number is reached, he will start the two missing events and
shorten the time to match his schedule - maybe Yeshua’s return
is on a Jewish holiday as prophesied by four Old Testament
prophets told in Babushka egg concept book #11- On That Day
linked to Rosh Hashanah, 21 September 2017.
The last predicted events are from the Heh dimension - the other
side – as seen by the prophet Zechariah. He was asked, “What
do you see?” He saw two stork-bird-women flying in the sky
carrying an Ephah with a woman inside called “Wickedness”.
Thus, the three women are three events. One is very wicked,
and two are the two missing Apocalypse events.
Then the angel who was speaking with me went out and
said to me, “Lift up now your eyes and see what this is
going forth.” I said, “What is it?” And he said, “This is the
Ephah going forth.” Again he said, “This is their
appearance in all the land (and behold, a lead cover was
lifted up); and this is a woman sitting inside the Ephah.”
Then he said, “This is Wickedness!” And he threw her
down into the middle of the Ephah and cast the lead
weight on its opening. Then, I lifted up my eyes and
looked, and there two women were coming out with the
wind in their wings; and they had wings like the wings of
a stork, and they lifted up the Ephah between the earth
and the heavens. I said to the angel who was speaking
with me, “Where are they taking the Ephah?” Then he
said to me, “To build a temple for her in the land of
Shinar; and when it is prepared, she will be set there on
her own pedestal.” (Zechariah 5:1-11)

No interpretation exists to decipher this mystery Bible verse
avoided in church preaching biased falsified dogmas. Notice:
the stork-woman has dual-event wings that operate in the air
domain, representing the last two Woe events (Rev.9:12) before
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the return of Yeshua. One is Satan coming to earth after losing
the War in Heaven in a great display of power linked to a
morphed Satan (antichrist) and his religious prophet, the last
Jesuit Pope. The other two-winged witness opposing is Elijah,
who returns to earth as foretold by Jesus and the prophets.
(Malachi 3:5) Elijah must die like all mortals, thus he comes
back to Jerusalem to close the Apocalypse curtain. (Rev. 11:7)
The stork-woman (two events) is linked to a basket container
system covered with a lead seal. A basket in ancient times was
used to measure wheat like we do today with a bushel to
exchange a certain value in trade. It started in Babylon, the
cradle of the first civilization, to cross over the Time- dimension
(air) and end in a temple in Shinar, which I think is America. A
temple is a place of worship on a higher power level and is
linked to a wicked woman pedestal - NYC statue.
The heavy cover metal – “lead” is used in a printing press to
make the individual letter stencils, resembling the illuminati
NYC bankers printing fiat money at the End time to cover a
measuring system-Ephah-basket, to end in Shinar the center,
symbolized by a NYC statue linked to a wicked invisible
woman, the Federal Reserve banking system. That banking
scheme was invented by Satan, who corrupted again a
civilization after Noah’s Flood in Shinar Babylon. The lead
cover is the worship Stock Market temple for the affluence sold
by the wicked woman-event (invisible inside the Ephah) to
criminal bribe the whole world by psychopath NYC banker
criminals to gain evil fiat wealth.
Thus, the Apocalypse ends with the last act of a failed Illuminati
NYC banking system with Satan bound in prison and his
prophet Jesuit Pope killed. It is linked to the Two Witnesses
from heaven, the air-Heh dimension, to be a duplicated miniresurrection event ushering the Kingdom of God with YeshuaJesus appearing in power in the sky linked to YHWH Wrath.
It is dated Solstice 5778 depending on God’s Grace in
extending a divinely planned schedule. If you have sinned,
surely you will not survive the Apocalypse, thus asked YeshuaJesus forgive my sins, I am sorry and accept his pardon and
receive Eternal Life, that simple. If you have a little baby will be
saved as some mortals will grow the next civilization revealed
in Babushka egg, if the web is still around. (Pearlette #20)
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